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Moses’ passionate appeal in Deuteronomy


The word “remember” appears ____ times in this farewell address.



The word “forget” (as in “forget not”) appears ____ times as well.




#

In one earnest appeal, Moses utters them back to back (9:7).

#

And in another pleading, he repeats in Hebrew what we miss in
English—“forget, forget” (8:19).

The theme of the book is the call to ________________ .

And what shall we remember?


#1—Remember the _____________ (Deuteronomy 4:9).



#2—Remember the _____________ (Deuteronomy 4:23).



#3—Remember the _____________ (Deuteronomy 6:12).



Deuteronomy 16:1-3
#

That you may remember ________ were there.

#

Blood on the doorposts



I Corinthians 11:23-26



Seven divine blessings that accrue to the one who remembers the cross:


#1—Collective memory of deliverance is what keeps a ___________ alive
and advancing (Dt 4:7-9/Rev 12:11).



#2—Personal memory of deliverance is what keeps the sense of being
___________ fresh (Dt 7:6-8/Eph 1:3-7).



#3—Remembering the cross is the vital requisite to experiencing release
from __________________ through the daily assurance of forgiveness
(Jn 1:29/I John 1:9).



#4—Not forgetting Calvary is to remember the divine Source of our
________________ and to rekindle gratitude for our Savior (Is 53:46/Rom 3:23-26).



#5—Keeping the memory of the cross fresh is vital to intelligent
_________ of our mighty God who is both our Creator and Redeemer
(Rev 4:11, 5:9-13).



#6—Recalling the cross is a perpetual reminder of the supernatural, divine
________________ available to all to live in victory free of sin’s bondage
(I Cor 1:23, 24/Jude 24, 25).



#7—Remembering the cross brings to our own hearts that same selfsacrificing ________ of Jesus towards the unlovely and the unrighteous
(Lk 23:34/I Jn 4:11).

“Do this in remembrance of Me”
14, 14, remember, story, covenant, Deliverer, you, movement, chosen, guilt, salvation,
worship, power, love

